Trillium Bridge: Bridging Patient Summaries across the Atlantic

Trillium Bridge is a project funded by the European Commission to support the EU/US MoU on eHealth/HIT Cooperation Roadmap and examine the feasibility of transatlantic exchange of EHR summaries for improved health and healthcare delivery, economic growth and innovation. In doing so, it collaborates with the US Office of National Coordinator, S&I Framework EHR interoperability WS. During the eHealth Forum several presentations, a demonstration of patient-mediated EHR exchange and a workshop by invitation will present an update on the Activities of Trillium Bridge.

EU/US MoU Roadmap / Trillium Bridge Workshop (by invitation only)
Tue May 13, 2014, 16-17:30, Hephaestus Hall (MC34)
Chair: Benoit Abeloos, European Commission, Catherine Chronaki, HL7 Foundation
• Insights from the Trillium Bridge Use Cases - Extending epSOS and MoU across the Atlantic, Marcello Melgara, WP Leader “Comparing Patient Summaries”
• Demo of EU/US exchange of EHR summaries, Licinio Mano, OpenNCP Community, SPMS
• Testing the patient- and provider-mediated use cases, Giorgio Cangioli, Project Manager
• From Gap Analysis to Interoperability Assets, Ana Estelrich, WP Leader “Interoperability Assets”
• Next Steps Transatlantic Patient Summary Exchange: Policy Alignment in seven areas: Education, Cross-vendor integration, novel business models, incentives, security and privacy, standardization, and clinical research, Prof. Dipak Kalra, MD PhD, EuroRec, WP Leader “Aligning Policy, Standardization and Future Sustainability”
• Discussion Panel, Q&A Moderators: Jamie Ferguson, Kaiser Permanente (Trillium Bridge Partner), Catherine Chronaki Coordinator Trillium Bridge

Workshop EU-US MoU Roadmap Workstream Part II – Interoperability
Wednesday May 14, 12:00-13:00, Banqueting Hall
Co-chairs Benoit Abeloos, European Commission, Doug Fridsma, US ONC
• Update on the Trillium Bridge Project, Catherine Chronaki, Secretary General, HL7 Foundation
• Interoperability Assets in the EU/US Exchange Patient Summaries, Ana Estelrich, Phast, France
• Key aspects of Policy Alignment for Trillium Bridge, Prof. Dipak Kalra, MD, PhD, EuroRec Institute
• Industry Perspectives, Antti Pohjolainen, Microsoft Director for Health Central & Eastern Europe

HL7 delegates have discount registration of 195Eur: use HL7gr-ehealth2014 at http://ehealth2014.org/registrations See you all in Athens!